
  



Dr Madeline Hatter / Dr Maddock Hatter

 

Attributes 

Agility  d6 

Strength  d8 

Alertness d4 

Intelligence d12 

Charisma d6 

Willpower d10 

Vitality  d10 

 

 

Initiative:  d6 + d6 

Life points: 20 

 

 

 

Skills 

Athletics    d4 

Covert     d4 

Discipline   d6 

  Stubborn  d8 

Guns    d6 

  Electrorifle  d8  

Knowledge   d6 

Medicine (mad)  d6 

  First aid   d10 

Perception   d4 

Science (mad)  d6 

 Biology   d10 

 Quantum physics d10 

Technology   d4 

Unarmed combat  d6 

  

  
Wounds 

Stun 



Dr Madeline Hatter / Dr Maddock Hatter 

Competition is tough when you’re at the top of your profession. It could, and did, drive Dr Madeline Hatter mad, so mad in fact that 

she devised the perfect way to get ahead – die and reanimate herself as an immortal, never tiring undead construct. While successful 

the procedure left Madeline obsessed with the potential applications of supernatural science, driving her to join the Brotherhood as a 

field medic and researcher. Due to these obsessions she has difficulty in focusing on more mundane tasks and tends to become 

hyper focused on the tasks which do grab her attention, so much so she sometimes forgets that the other members of the team are 

even there. While Dr Hatter (usually) works well with the rest of the team she is extremely weary of Blayze, whose pyromaniac 

tendencies do not mesh well with Dr Hatter’s reanimated corpse. 

Assets 

Animate – You are undead. This has a number of benefits:  

  You deal basic damage when unarmed 

  You roll d4 damage when unarmed 

  You are immune to stun damage 

Mad skillz (medicine, science) – Nothing is impossible, 

merely improbable. This assets allows you to apply ‘movie 

logic’ when using the medicine or science skills. For 

example you might use a sewing kit to properly reattach an 

arm, harness the power of lightning with a fork tied to a kite 

or create giant radioactive mutant monsters (though the 

Tokyo Police Special Division may have issues with that 

last one). 

 

Complications 

Vulnerable to fire – Your dried out unliving body burns 

with particular ease. Double all damage caused by fire. 

Phobia (fire) – Being so vulnerable to fire has left you 

terrified of it. Subtract d4 from all rolls when the 

environment around you is on fire. 

Utterly mad – Your relentless quest for knowledge has 

driven you utterly mad. You have a tendency to 

monologue, talk to yourself, reveal your plans and laugh 

manically at inopportune moments. 

Addiction – Even though you’re dead you remain addicted 

to prescription painkillers, which you consume with 

shockingly frequent regularity. If deprived of them you will 

begin to suffer side effects from withdrawal. 
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Equipment 

First aid kit 

Sewing kit 

Light body armour, soaks 1 wound from each attack 

Electrorifle, d6 wound damage, if you roll maximum 
damage the bolt arcs to a nearby target at random 

Car battery 

Portable science laboratory 

Prescription painkillers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Space for Notes 


